Text classification is a challenging problem which aims to identify the category of texts. Recently, Capsule Networks (CapsNets) are proposed for image classification. It has been shown that CapsNets have several advantages over Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), while, their validity in the domain of text has less been explored. An effective method named deep compositional code learning has been proposed lately. This method can save many parameters about word embeddings without any significant sacrifices in performance. In this paper, we introduce the Compositional Coding (CC) mechanism between capsules, and we propose a new routing algorithm, which is based on k-means clustering theory. Experiments conducted on eight challenging text classification datasets show the proposed method achieves competitive accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art approach with significantly fewer parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs, [1] , [2] , [3] ), including Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs, [4] , [5] ) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs, [6] , [7] ), have been increasingly applied to many problems in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Text classification is one of the most basic and important tasks in this field.
However, NLP models often require a massive number of parameters for word embeddings, resulting in a large storage or memory footprint. To reduce the number of parameters used in word embeddings without hurting the model performance, the work by Shu et al. [8] proposed to construct the embeddings with few basis vectors. For each word, the composition of basis vectors is determined by a hash code.
On the other hand, Hinton et al. [9] presented capsule, which is a small group of neurons. The activities of neurons are used to represent the various properties of an entity. The work by Sabour et al. [10] applied this concept to neural network firstly, a novel routing algorithm called dynamic routing was adopted to select active capsules. The experiments of CapsNet showed capsules could learn a more robust representation than CNNs in image classification domain.
In this paper, we aim to reduce the number of parameters used in word embeddings by introducing compositional coding for text classification, while maintaining a competitive accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art approach. To do so, we apply CapsNet to the classification of texts, and propose a novel and robust routing algorithm named k-means routing to determine the connection strength between lower-level and upper-level capsules.
Our compositional coding significantly differs from the method proposed by Shu et al. [8] . The work by Shu et al. [8] selects exclusive codeword vector in each codebook, while our method uses all the codeword vectors in each codebook to form the word embedding. To distinguish with the Compositional Coding embedding (CC embedding) method by Shu et al. [8] , we call our compositional coding method as Compositional Coding capsule (CC capsule). And our k-means routing uses cosine similarity to obtain the coupling coefficient between lower-level and upper-level capsules, while the dynamic routing proposed by Sabour et al. [10] uses dot product value to determine the coupling coefficient. Furthermore, the coefficient update strategies are also different.
The main contributions of this work are three-folds. First, we propose a new compositional coding approach for constructing the word embeddings with significantly fewer parameters. Second, we propose a novel routing method named k-means routing to decide the credit attribution between lower-level and upper-level capsules, it is more stable and robust than dynamic routing. Third, we construct an end-to-end CapsNet with Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units (BiGRUs, [11] , [12] ) to text classification and achieve comparable results to the state-of-the-art method.
PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, we describe the compositional coding approach, k-means routing algorithm and the end-to-end model in details. 
Compositional code capsule layer
Unlike the CC embedding layer, which selects exclusive codeword vector in each codebook, CC capsule layer uses all codeword vectors in each codebook to form the word embedding. And CC embedding layer restricts code must be integer number, our CC capsule layer eliminates this limitation.
Suppose the vocabulary size is |V |, we create M codebooks E 1 , E 2 , ..., E M , each containing K codeword vectors. For CC embedding layer, the embedding of a word w is computed by summing up the codewords corresponding to all the components in the code as
where
w -th codeword in the codebook E i . For CC capsule layer, the embedding of word w is computed by summing up the weighted codewords corresponding to all the components in the code as
where E i (j) is the j-th codeword in the codebook E i , C ij w is the j-th code for the codebook E i . From the Formula (2), we can see the code needn't to be integer number. Fig.1 gives an intuitive comparison between the CC embedding layer and the CC capsule layer. Moreover, M and K are hyper-parameters, they are designated by user in the CC embedding layer. However, in the CC capsule layer, only M need to be designated, K is determined as follows
because K M is the total number of all the combination of codeword vectors, it makes sure K M ≥ |V |, which means each word can be assigned with an unique combination of codeword vectors.
K-means routing
The Fully Connected (FC) capsule layer receives lower-level capsules, which represent low-level features, then the routing algorithm clusters the low-level features to high-level features. We know that k-means clustering is an efficient method to cluster features, and produce a cluster centroid by using all the clustered features. Based on this, we propose k-means routing. We regard the k-means routing algorithm between l th layer's capsules and (l + 1) th layer's capsules as a k-means clustering process. The (l + 1) th layer's capsules are cluster centers of the l th layer's capsules. Therefore, we briefly review k-means clustering and its optimization procedure. Given n capsules u 1 , . . . , u n and the metric d, k-means clustering is to find k cluster centers v 1 , . . . , v k to minimize the following loss function:
we use the following metric:
here ·, · is the scalar product operation. For obtaining v j , we need to solve the equations ∂L/∂v j = 0, which is non-linear mostly and can not be solved analytically. So we introduce an iterative process, suppose v
is the result of v j after r iterations. We can simply take
here c
is the sum of those nearest us to v (r) j . Finally, to achieve a complete routing algorithm, we need to solve these three problems: how to initialize the cluster centers, how to identify capsules at different position, how to guarantee the cluster centers keep the main information of input features. They all can be solved by inserting transformation matrix W ij :
. For the simplicity of this iterative process, we assign the sum of u i averagely to each cluster center as v
j . Because we want to use the length of capsule to represent the probability that a category's entity exists, a squash function has been introduced:
The whole procedure is summarized on Algorithm 1. Inserting W ij is a beautiful trick, which induces different cluster centers by one same initialization method. In addition, W ij can keep the position information and increase or decrease dimension of capsule, which means the cluster centers have enough representation ability.
Algorithm 1 K-means Routing
return squash(v j ) K-means routing is similar to dynamic routing in general, but it has three differences. First of all, we don't apply the squash function to capsule v j in the period of iteration, we just squash it after iteration. Secondly, b ij is replaced by new b ij , however, in dynamic routing, b ij is replaced by new b ij plus old b ij . This is the biggest difference between our routing algorithm and dynamic routing. Finally, the cosine similarity is computed between v j and W ij u i instead of dot product.
According to the b ij update step as described in dynamic routing, after r iterations:
which
if r → +∞, we find the result of sof tmax will be either 0 or 1. In other words, each lower capsule is linked to sole upper capsule. This is unreasonable, we know there are common characteristics among different categories, so we hope the common characteristics can be linked to all those categories. That's why we don't plus old b ij when we update b ij .
Model architecture
Our architecture consists of a CC capsule layer, a BiGRU and a FC capsule layer. The task of CC capsule is to obtain the embedding of word. BiGRU extracts lower features and feeds them into FC capsule, which takes advantage of them to form the higher features and correctly classify the texts.
We design a simple model to validate the effectiveness and test the performance of our approach. The structure is illustrated in Fig.2 . The number of codebook is 8, and the embedding dimension is 64. The hidden size of BiGRU is 128, and the number of recurrent layers is 2. We introduce a Dropout layer [13] on the outputs of each RNN layer except 
Fig. 2.
Our model structure, we use 2-norm of capsule to represent the probability that a category's entity exists.
the last layer, with dropout probability equal to 0.5. The dimension of lower capsules is 8, and the dimension of upper capsules is 16. As the number of categories is related to specific dataset, so the number of output capsules in FC capsule layer is specified with particular dataset.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on the 8 benchmark text datasets. We first introduce the details of the 8 datasets, and present the experimental settings. Then we conduct experiments with our model and compare with the state-of-the-art methods.
Datasets
We use publicly available datasets from Zhang et al. [14] Table. 1 shows summary of corporas main features. The datasets used in this paper not only contain English words, but also contains digital numbers, punctuations, Chinese words, etc. So we need to preprocess them to make sure the preprocessed samples can be tokenized by white space easily. To achieve this goal, we turn the sentences to be lower case firstly, then add white space character before and after the words or characters which are not belong to English words. Additionally, we just take the first 5000 words into our model. For example, the original sequence of words is Skye Bank Skye Bank Plc. commonly known as Skye Bank is a commercial bank based in Nigeria. It is one of the twenty-six (26) commercial banks licensed by the Central Bank of Nigeria the country's banking regulator.
after preprocessing, it turns to skye bank skye bank plc . commonly known as skye bank is a commercial bank based in nigeria . it is one of the twenty -six ( 2 6 ) commercial banks licensed by the central bank of nigeria the country ' s banking regulator . 
Experimental settings
We implemented our model with PyTorch library [15] , all the experiments are performed on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. The number of routing iterations is fixed to 3, and the batch size is 30. We train the model with 10 epochs. A lot of loss functions have been experimented, finally we decided using a compositional loss function of Margin loss [10] and Focal loss [16] to compute our model's loss:
where T j = 1 iff a text of class j is present, it is optimized through ADAM scheme [17] with default learning rate and momentum. The code of our work is available on https: //github.com/leftthomas/CCCapsNet.
Experimental results about test set accuracy
Our model is compared with two state-of-the-art used supervised text classification models. We report the VDCNN baselines from Conneau et al. [18] and the W.C.region of Qiao et al. [19] . The quantitative results are shown in Table. 2, best results are marked with bold. On six datasets of eight, our model and W.C.region beat VDCNN. As a result, the two methods win VDCNN on six datasets and lost in two of Amazon datasets. On the six datasets, our model and W.C.region obtain half of the best results. So we have come to the conclusion that the proposed method achieves comparable accuracy with the state-of-theart approach.
Experimental results about model parameters
We also compare the number of parameters about our model and the two state-of-the-art methods. The experimental results are summarized in Table. 3, the minimum number of parameters are marked with bold. From the results, we observe that our model and VDCNN require fewer parameters than W.C.region on all the 8 datasets. For example, the number of parameters about Sogou.N dataset used in our model is ∼ 4.7M , but the W.C.region needs more than 101M parameters, which is 21 times than ours. What's more, our model and VDCNN obtain the minimum parameters on the 4 datasets among this 8 datasets for each.
Take into account of the results about test accuracy and model parameters, we can get a corollary that VDCNN requires similar number of parameters with our method but can not obtain the similar accuracy compared to ours, the W.C.region can obtain the similar accuracy, but requires significantly more parameters than ours. Thus we can get a conclusion that our model achieves competitive accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art approach with significantly fewer parameters. It is obvious that our model has huge advantage in practical application.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed CC capsule layer, which required fewer parameters than traditional embedding layer. Then we developed a more robust and stable k-means routing algorithm, analyzed the limitation of dynamic routing. Extensive experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of CC capsule layer and k-means routing, our method achieved competitive performance on the task of text classification compared to the state-of-the-art methods with significantly fewer parameters.
